7th Grade

GENERAL REVISION UNIT 1-4

NAME & SURNAME: .......................................................... NUMBER: .......................... CLASS: ..........................
1.

Find the option that completes the dialogue best.

4.

Which of the following is NOT correct?

James : John is a selfish person.

A) 1945 - nineteen forty-five

Steve : Why do you think so?

B) 2030 - twenty thirty

James : ................................

C) 2000 - two thousand

A) He never shares his things and he only thinks of
himself.

D) 1850 - eighteen fifteen

B) He gives us presents on our special days.
C) He always comes late to school and forgets to do his
homework.
D) He feels very nervous when he talks in front of
people.
5.

Choose the correct option to complete the sentence
in the speech bubble.
I was born .............. 1990

2.

What’s the correct order of the answers?
a.

.............. London.

Do they give birth to their babies?

b. Do they eat plants?
c.

Do they weigh more than a few tons?

d. Do they live in the oceans?
1. Yes, they are herbivores.
2. No, they lay eggs.
3. No, their habitat is the jungle.
4. Yes, they are so heavy.

3.

A) 3-4-1-2

B) 2-4-1-3

C) 2-1-4-3

D) 3-1-4-2

A) in / in

B) on / at

C) in / at

D) on / in

6.

Read the dialogue and answer the question.
Peter : Can I ask you some questions about leopards?
Henry : Sure! You can ask whatever you want. I know
everything about them.

Steve : Is the snake a(n) ................................?

Peter : ................................?

Terry : No, it isn’t. It is a(n) ................................ .

Henry : No, they only eat meat.

Which of the following completes the blanks in the
dialogue above?

Which of the following completes the dialogue
above?

A) reptile / insect

A) Are leopards endangered

B) mammal / reptile

B) Are they herbivores

C) mammal/ bird

C) Do leopards lay eggs

D) reptile/ bird

D) Do they hunt at night
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Which of the following is NOT an individual sport?
A)

B)

10. George is playing a game. He should choose the
correct moves to learn about Peter’s favorite animal.
START
It only eats meat.

k

D)

k

C)

a carnivore

a herbivore

It’s a long and fast
animal without legs.

It’s a large animal
with a long neck and a
hump on its back.

k

k

k

k
tiger
8.

camel

snake

hippo

What is the correct order of the paragraph?
(I)

He didn’t get married at all.

Which of the following is Peter’s favourite animal?

(II)

Thanks to him, we can use electricity and radio
waves today.

A) hippo

B) tiger

C) camel

D) snake

(III) After he graduated from university, Nikola Tesla
moved to the USA.
(IV) He changed the history of electricity with his
works there.
(V)

He lived alone and died alone, too.

A) III- IV- V- I- II

11. Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.
Henry : What do you do in your free time, Peter?

B) III- I- V- II- IV
C) III- I- II- V- IV

Peter : I prefer doing sports because I want to be fit
			 and healthy.

D) III- IV- II- I- V

Henry : ................................?
Peter : Hiking and cycling are my favorite.
A) How often do you do sports
B) Are you good at sports
C) Which sports do you like most
D) Do you do sports individually

9.

Alice : Who did Sir Alexander Fleming get married to?
Terry : What were his well-known discoveries?
Steve : Where did Sir Alexander Fleming grow up?
Sarah : How many prizes did he receive?
Who asks about Sir Alexander Fleming’s
achievements?

12. Choose the best option to fill in the blank in the
conversation below.
Helen : Is Kate a slim girl?

A) Alice and Terry
B) Terry and Sarah

Sarah : No, she isn’t. She is ................................ , but she is
doing exercises to be thinner.

C) Sarah and Steve

A) plump

B) young

D) Steve and Alice

C) thin

D) old
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13. Read the information about Amanda’s personality
traits and answer the question.

15. Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.
John

generous

: I watched the match between Galatasaray
and Fenerbahçe last night.

Mehmet : What was the final score?

outgoing
honest

John		: ................................
A) Burak Yılmaz scored the first goal.

hardworking

B) The match was great.

punctual

C) Galatasaray played well.
D) Fenerbahçe beat Galatasaray 3-2.

16. Find the option that completes the sentence below.

Which of the following is NOT related to Amanda’s
personality?
A) She never comes to school on time.
B) She loves studying and meeting new people.
C) She enjoys giving presents to her friends.
D) She always tells the truth.
My friend is very ................................ He always
shares his food with me.

14.

Tom

Sam

Jim

.................... did Graham Bell
invent? The telephone or the
light bulb?

B) talkative

C) generous

D) patient

17. Find the option that completes the speech bubble
best according to the picture.
My unde is very ...................
He always tells us jokes.

.................... discovered an
element called Polonium?
Marie Curie or Albert Einstein?
.................... did Salvador Dali
move to Madrid? To study at
the Academy of Fine Arts or to
start his own business?

Which of the following question words does
NOT complete any of the blanks above?
A) Who

B) Where

C) What

D) Why
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18. Henry went to a basketball match and a football
match last weekend. Here’s some information about
these matches:

19. It is an outdoor sport. You need a backpack and
walking sticks to do it.
Which picture shows this sport?
A)

B)

C)

D)

FOOTBALL MATCH


SIXTY-FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE WATCHED
THE MATCH.



ARSENAL SCORED 2 GOALS AND REAL
MADRID SCORED 3 GOALS.

BASKETBALL MATCH


SEVENTEEN THOUSAND PEOPLE WATCHED
THE MATCH.



LOS ANGELES LAKERS GOT 120 POINTS
AND CHICAGO BULLS GOT 110 POINTS.

20. Peter prepares a project about wild animals and he
draws the table below, but he makes a mistake.
ANIMALS

BODY PARTS

Tiger

claws

Elephant

tusks

A) Chicago Bulls beat their opponent in the game.

Snake

fins

B) There were fewer spectators in the basketball match.

Eagle

wings

Which of the following is correct according to the
information above?

C) The final score was a draw in the football match.
Which of the following matching pairs is NOT
correct?

D) Real Madrid lost the match against Arsenal.

A) Snake - fins

B) Eagle - wings

C) Elephant - tusks

D) Tiger - claws
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